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A helicopter is a type of rotorcraft in which lift and thrust are supplied by horizontally-spinning
rotors. This allows the helicopter to take off and land vertically, to hover , and to fly forward,
backward and laterally. These attributes allow helicopters to be used in congested or isolated
areas where fixed-wing aircraft and many forms of VTOL Vertical TakeOff and Landing aircraft
cannot perform. In the United States military, the common slang is "helo" pronounced with a
long "e". Helicopters were developed and built during the first half-century of flight , with the
Focke-Wulf Fw 61 being the first operational helicopter in Some helicopters reached limited
production, but it was not until that a helicopter designed by Igor Sikorsky reached full-scale
production , [6] with aircraft built. Twin-main rotor helicopters bicopters , in either tandem or
transverse rotors configurations, are also in use due to their greater payload capacity than the
monorotor design. Coaxial-rotor helicopters, tiltrotor aircraft, and compound helicopters are all
flying today. Quadrotor helicopters quadcopters were pioneered as early as in France, and other
types of multicopters have been developed for specialized applications such as drones. A
helicopter, sometimes referred to in slang as a "chopper", is a type of rotorcraft in which lift and
thrust are supplied by one or more horizontally-spinning rotors. The compound helicopter also
has a separate thrust system, but continues to supply power to the rotor throughout normal
flight. The rotor system, or more simply rotor , is the rotating part of a helicopter that generates
lift. A rotor system may be mounted horizontally, as main rotors are, providing lift vertically, or
it may be mounted vertically, such as a tail rotor, to provide horizontal thrust to counteract
torque from the main rotors. The rotor consists of a mast, hub and rotor blades. The mast is a
cylindrical metal shaft that extends upwards from the transmission. At the top of the mast is the
attachment point for the rotor blades called the hub. Main rotor systems are classified
according to how the rotor blades are attached and move relative to the hub. There are three
basic types: hingeless, fully articulated, and teetering; although some modern rotor systems
use a combination of these. Most helicopters have a single main rotor, but torque created by its
aerodynamic drag must be countered by an opposed torque. The design that Igor Sikorsky
settled on for his VS was a smaller tail rotor. The tail rotor pushes or pulls against the tail to
counter the torque effect, and this has become the most common configuration for helicopter
design, usually at the end of a tail boom. The use of two or more horizontal rotors turning in
opposite directions is another configuration used to counteract the effects of torque on the
aircraft without relying on an anti-torque tail rotor. This allows the power normally required to
be diverted for the tail rotor to be applied fully to the main rotors, increasing the aircraft's power
efficiency and lifting capacity. There are several common configurations that use the
counter-rotating effect to benefit the rotorcraft:. Tip jet designs let the rotor push itself through
the air and avoid generating torque. The number, size and type of engine s used on a helicopter
determines the size, function and capability of that helicopter design. The earliest helicopter
engines were simple mechanical devices, such as rubber bands or spindles, which relegated
the size of helicopters to toys and small models. For a half century before the first airplane
flight, steam engines were used to forward the development of the understanding of helicopter
aerodynamics, but the limited power did not allow for manned flight. The introduction of the
internal combustion engine at the end of the 19th century became the watershed for helicopter
development as engines began to be developed and produced that were powerful enough to
allow for helicopters able to lift humans. Early helicopter designs utilized custom-built engines
or rotary engines designed for airplanes, but these were soon replaced by more powerful
automobile engines and radial engines. The single, most-limiting factor of helicopter
development during the first half of the 20th century was that the amount of power produced by
an engine was not able to overcome the engine's weight in vertical flight. This was overcome in
early successful helicopters by using the smallest engines available. When the compact, flat
engine was developed, the helicopter industry found a lighter-weight powerplant easily adapted
to small helicopters, although radial engines continued to be used for larger helicopters.
Turbine engines revolutionized the aviation industry; and the turboshaft engine for helicopter
use, pioneered in December by the aforementioned Kaman K, finally gave helicopters an engine
with a large amount of power and a low weight penalty. Turboshafts are also more reliable than
piston engines, especially when producing the sustained high levels of power required by a
helicopter. The turboshaft engine was able to be scaled to the size of the helicopter being
designed, so that all but the lightest of helicopter models are powered by turbine engines today.
Special jet engines developed to drive the rotor from the rotor tips are referred to as tip jets. Tip
jets powered by a remote compressor are referred to as cold tip jets, while those powered by
combustion exhaust are referred to as hot tip jets. An example of a cold jet helicopter is the
Sud-Ouest Djinn , and an example of the hot tip jet helicopter is the YH Hornet. Some
radio-controlled helicopters and smaller, helicopter-type unmanned aerial vehicles , use electric
motors or motorcycle engines. Some turbine engines commonly used in helicopters can also

use biodiesel instead of jet fuel. There are also human-powered helicopters. A helicopter has
four flight control inputs. These are the cyclic, the collective, the anti-torque pedals, and the
throttle. The cyclic control is usually located between the pilot's legs and is commonly called
the cyclic stick or just cyclic. On most helicopters, the cyclic is similar to a joystick. However,
the Robinson R22 and Robinson R44 have a unique teetering bar cyclic control system and a
few helicopters have a cyclic control that descends into the cockpit from overhead. The control
is called the cyclic because it changes cyclic pitch of the main blades. The result is to tilt the
rotor disk in a particular direction, resulting in the helicopter moving in that direction. If the pilot
pushes the cyclic forward, the rotor disk tilts forward, and the rotor produces a thrust in the
forward direction. If the pilot pushes the cyclic to the side, the rotor disk tilts to that side and
produces thrust in that direction, causing the helicopter to hover sideways. The collective pitch
control or collective is located on the left side of the pilot's seat with a settable friction control
to prevent inadvertent movement. The collective changes the pitch angle of all the main rotor
blades collectively i. Therefore, if a collective input is made, all the blades change equally, and
the result is the helicopter increasing or decreasing in altitude. A swashplate controls the
collective and cyclic pitch of the main blades. The swashplate moves up and down, along the
main shaft, to change the pitch of both blades. This causes the helicopter to push air downward
or upward, depending on the angle of attack. The swashplate can also change its angle to move
the blades angle forwards or backwards, or left and right, to make the helicopter move in those
directions. The anti-torque pedals are located in the same position as the rudder pedals in a
fixed-wing aircraft, and serve a similar purpose, namely to control the direction in which the
nose of the aircraft is pointed. Application of the pedal in a given direction changes the pitch of
the tail rotor blades, increasing or reducing the thrust produced by the tail rotor and causing the
nose to yaw in the direction of the applied pedal. The pedals mechanically change the pitch of
the tail rotor altering the amount of thrust produced. Helicopter rotors are designed to operate
in a narrow range of RPM. The purpose of the throttle is to maintain enough engine power to
keep the rotor RPM within allowable limits so that the rotor produces enough lift for flight. In
single-engine helicopters, the throttle control is a motorcycle-style twist grip mounted on the
collective control, while dual-engine helicopters have a power lever for each engine. A
compound helicopter has an additional system for thrust and, typically, small stub fixed wings.
This offloads the rotor in cruise, which allows its rotation to be slowed down , thus increasing
the maximum speed of the aircraft. There are three basic flight conditions for a helicopter:
hover, forward flight and the transition between the two. Hovering is the most challenging part
of flying a helicopter. This is because a helicopter generates its own gusty air while in a hover,
which acts against the fuselage and flight control surfaces. The end result is constant control
inputs and corrections by the pilot to keep the helicopter where it is required to be. The cyclic is
used to eliminate drift in the horizontal plane, that is to control forward and back, right and left.
The collective is used to maintain altitude. The pedals are used to control nose direction or
heading. It is the interaction of these controls that makes hovering so difficult, since an
adjustment in any one control requires an adjustment of the other two, creating a cycle of
constant correction. As a helicopter moves from hover to forward flight it enters a state called
translational lift which provides extra lift without increasing power. In forward flight a
helicopter's flight controls behave more like those of a fixed-wing aircraft. Displacing the cyclic
forward will cause the nose to pitch down, with a resultant increase in airspeed and loss of
altitude. Aft cyclic will cause the nose to pitch up, slowing the helicopter and causing it to
climb. Increasing collective power while maintaining a constant airspeed will induce a climb
while decreasing collective will cause a descent. Coordinating these two inputs, down collective
plus aft cyclic or up collective plus forward cyclic, will result in airspeed changes while
maintaining a constant altitude. The pedals serve the same function in both a helicopter and a
fixed-wing aircraft, to maintain balanced flight. This is done by applying a pedal input in
whichever direction is necessary to center the ball in the turn and bank indicator. Due to the
operating characteristics of the helicopterâ€”its ability to take off and land vertically, and to
hover for extended periods of time, as well as the aircraft's handling properties under low
airspeed conditionsâ€”it has been chosen to conduct tasks that were previously not possible
with other aircraft, or were time- or work-intensive to accomplish on the ground. Today,
helicopter uses include transportation of people and cargo, military uses, construction,
firefighting, search and rescue , tourism , medical transport, law enforcement, agriculture, news
and media , and aerial observation , among others. A helicopter used to carry loads connected
to long cables or slings is called an aerial crane. Aerial cranes are used to place heavy
equipment, like radio transmission towers and large air conditioning units, on the tops of tall
buildings, or when an item must be raised up in a remote area, such as a radio tower raised on
the top of a hill or mountain. Helicopters are used as aerial cranes in the logging industry to lift

trees out of terrain where vehicles cannot travel and where environmental concerns prohibit the
building of roads. The largest single non-combat helicopter operation in history was the
disaster management operation following the Chernobyl nuclear disaster. Hundreds of pilots
were involved in airdrop and observation missions, making dozens of sorties a day for several
months. Helibuckets, such as the Bambi bucket, are usually filled by submerging the bucket
into lakes, rivers, reservoirs, or portable tanks. Tanks fitted onto helicopters are filled from a
hose while the helicopter is on the ground or water is siphoned from lakes or reservoirs through
a hanging snorkel as the helicopter hovers over the water source. Helitack helicopters are also
used to deliver firefighters, who rappel down to inaccessible areas, and to resupply firefighters.
Common firefighting helicopters include variants of the Bell and the Erickson S Aircrane
helitanker. Helicopters are used as air ambulances for emergency medical assistance in
situations when an ambulance cannot easily or quickly reach the scene, or cannot transport the
patient to a medical facility in time. Helicopters are also used when patients need to be
transported between medical facilities and air transportation is the most practical method. An
air ambulance helicopter is equipped to stabilize and provide limited medical treatment to a
patient while in flight. The use of helicopters as air ambulances is often referred to as "
MEDEVAC ", and patients are referred to as being "airlifted", or "medevaced". This use was
pioneered in the Korean War , when time to reach a medical facility was reduced to three hours
from the eight hours needed in World War II , and further reduced to two hours by the Vietnam
War. Police departments and other law enforcement agencies use helicopters to pursue
suspects. Since helicopters can achieve a unique aerial view, they are often used in conjunction
with police on the ground to report on suspects' locations and movements. They are often
mounted with lighting and heat-sensing equipment for night pursuits. Military forces use attack
helicopters to conduct aerial attacks on ground targets. Such helicopters are mounted with
missile launchers and miniguns. Transport helicopters are used to ferry troops and supplies
where the lack of an airstrip would make transport via fixed-wing aircraft impossible. The use of
transport helicopters to deliver troops as an attack force on an objective is referred to as " air
assault ". Unmanned aerial systems UAS helicopter systems of varying sizes are developed by
companies for military reconnaissance and surveillance duties. Naval forces also use
helicopters equipped with dipping sonar for anti-submarine warfare , since they can operate
from small ships. Oil companies charter helicopters to move workers and parts quickly to
remote drilling sites located at sea or in remote locations. The speed advantage over boats
makes the high operating cost of helicopters cost-effective in ensuring that oil platforms
continue to operate. Various companies specialize in this type of operation. Given that the
Martian atmosphere is times thinner than that of Earth's, its two blades will spin at close to 3,
revolutions a minute, approximately 10 times faster than that of a terrestrial helicopter. By
October , the in-service and stored helicopter fleet of 38, with civil or government operators was
led Robinson Helicopter with Most were in North America with The earliest references for
vertical flight came from China. Since around BC, [29] Chinese children have played with
bamboo flying toys or Chinese top. The spinning creates lift, and the toy flies when released.
Designs similar to the Chinese helicopter toy appeared in some Renaissance paintings and
other works. It was not until the early s, when Italian polymath Leonardo da Vinci created a
design for a machine that could be described as an " aerial screw ", that any recorded
advancement was made towards vertical flight. His notes suggested that he built small flying
models, but there were no indications for any provision to stop the rotor from making the craft
rotate. In July , Russian Mikhail Lomonosov had developed a small coaxial modeled after the
Chinese top but powered by a wound-up spring device [35] and demonstrated it to the Russian
Academy of Sciences. It was powered by a spring, and was suggested as a method to lift
meteorological instruments. In , Christian de Launoy , and his mechanic , Bienvenu, used a
coaxial version of the Chinese top in a model consisting of contrarotating turkey flight feathers
[35] as rotor blades, and in , demonstrated it to the French Academy of Sciences. Sir George
Cayley , influenced by a childhood fascination with the Chinese flying top, developed a model of
feathers, similar to that of Launoy and Bienvenu, but powered by rubber bands. By the end of
the century, he had progressed to using sheets of tin for rotor blades and springs for power. His
writings on his experiments and models would become influential on future aviation pioneers.
One of these toys, given as a gift by their father, would inspire the Wright brothers to pursue the
dream of flight. While celebrated as an innovative use of a new metal, aluminum, the model
never lifted off the ground. D'Amecourt's linguistic contribution would survive to eventually
describe the vertical flight he had envisioned. Steam power was popular with other inventors as
well. In the Italian Enrico Forlanini 's unmanned vehicle, also powered by a steam engine, rose
to a height of 12 meters 39 feet , where it hovered for some 20 seconds after a vertical take-off.
Emmanuel Dieuaide's steam-powered design featured counter-rotating rotors powered through

a hose from a boiler on the ground. A movie covering the event was taken by Max
Skladanowsky , but it remains lost. Edison built a helicopter and used the paper for a stock
ticker to create guncotton , with which he attempted to power an internal combustion engine.
The helicopter was damaged by explosions and one of his workers was badly burned. Edison
reported that it would take a motor with a ratio of three to four pounds per horsepower
produced to be successful, based on his experiments. On 5 May , his helicopter reached 4
meters 13 feet in altitude and flew for over 1, meters 4, feet. In , two French brothers, Jacques
and Louis Breguet , began experimenting with airfoils for helicopters. In , those experiments
resulted in the Gyroplane No. Although there is some uncertainty about the date, sometime
between 14 August and 29 September , the Gyroplane No. For this reason, the flights of the
Gyroplane No. That same year, fellow French inventor Paul Cornu designed and built the Cornu
helicopter which used two 6. On 13 November , it lifted its inventor to 0. Even though this flight
did not surpass the flight of the Gyroplane No. In , Slovenian philosopher and economist Ivan
Slokar patented a helicopter configuration. The Danish inventor Jacob Ellehammer built the
Ellehammer helicopter in It consisted of a frame equipped with two counter-rotating discs, each
of which was fitted with six vanes around its circumference. After indoor tests, the aircraft was
demonstrated outdoors and made several free take-offs. Experiments with the helicopter
continued until September , when it tipped over during take-off, destroying its rotors. The rotor
hub could also be tilted forward a few degrees, allowing the aircraft to move forward without a
separate propeller to push or pull it. Pateras-Pescara was also able to demonstrate the principle
of autorotation. By January , Pescara's helicopter No. His 2F fared better and set a record.
Albert Gillis von Baumhauer , a Dutch aeronautical engineer, began studying rotorcraft design
in His first prototype "flew" "hopped" and hovered in reality on 24 September , [54] with Dutch
Army-Air arm Captain Floris Albert van Heijst at the controls. The controls that van Heijst used
were von Baumhauer's inventions, the cyclic and collective. In , [57] Engelbert Zaschka from
Germany built a helicopter, equipped with two rotors, in which a gyroscope was used to
increase stability and serves as an energy accumulator for a gliding flight to make a landing.
Zaschka's plane, the first helicopter, which ever worked so successfully in miniature, not only
rises and descends vertically, but is able to remain stationary at any height. His relatively large
machine had two, two-bladed, counter-rotating rotors. Control was achieved by using auxiliary
wings or servo-tabs on the trailing edges of the blades, [62] a concept that was later adopted by
other helicopter designers, including Bleeker and Kaman. Three small propellers mounted to
the airframe were used for additional pitch, roll, and yaw control. Spanish aeronautical engineer
and pilot Juan de la Cierva invented the autogyro in the early s, becoming the first practical
rotorcraft. Autogyros were also employed in New Jersey and Pennsylvania for delivering mail
and newspapers prior to the invention of the helicopter. In the Soviet Union, Boris N. Yuriev and
Alexei M. Cheremukhin, two aeronautical engineers working at the Tsentralniy
Aerogidrodinamicheskiy Institut TsAGI or the Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute , constructed
and flew the TsAGI 1-EA single lift-rotor helicopter, which used an open tubing framework, a
four-blade main lift rotor, and twin sets of 1. Nicolas Florine , a Russian engineer, built the first
twin tandem rotor machine to perform a free flight. Florine chose a co-rotating configuration
because the gyroscopic stability of the rotors would not cancel. Therefore, the rotors had to be
tilted slightly in opposite directions to counter torque. Using hingeless rotors and co-rotation
also minimised the stress on the hull. At the time, it was one of the most stable helicopters in
existence. It was a coaxial helicopter, contra-rotating. After many ground tests and an accident,
it first took flight on 26 June Within a short time, the aircraft was setting records with pilot
Maurice Claisse at the controls. On 14 December , he set a record for closed-circuit flight with a
meter 1,foot diameter. The aircraft was destroyed in by an Allied airstrike at Villacoublay airport.
American inventor Arthur M. Young started work on model helicopters in using converted
electric hover motors to drive the rotor head. Young invented the stabilizer bar and patented it
shortly after. A mutual friend introduced Young to Lawrence Dale, who once seeing his work
asked him to join the Bell Aircraft company. When Young arrived at Bell in , he signed his patent
over and began work on the helicopter. In just six months they completed the first Bell Model 1,
which spawned the Bell Model 30 , later succeeded by the Bell Focke designed the world's first
practical transverse twin-rotor helicopter, the Focke-Wulf Fw 61 , which first flew on 26 June
The Fw 61 broke all of the helicopter world records in , demonstrating a flight envelope that had
only previously been achieved by the autogyro. During World War II, Nazi Germany used
helicopters in small numbers for observation, transport, and medical evacuation. The Flettner Fl
Kolibri synchropter â€”using the same basic configuration as Anton Flettner 's own pioneering
Fl â€”was used in the Mediterranean, while the Focke Achgelis Fa Drache twin-rotor helicopter
was used in Europe. LePage received the patent rights to develop helicopters patterned after
the Fw 61, and built the XR After experimenting with configurations to counteract the torque

produced by the single main rotor, Sikorsky settled on a single, smaller rotor mounted on the
tail boom. Developed from the VS, Sikorsky's R-4 was the first large-scale mass-produced
helicopter, with a production order for aircraft. Total production reached helicopters before the
R-4 was replaced by other Sikorsky helicopters such as the R-5 and the R The subsequent
Model 30 helicopter showed the design's simplicity and ease of use. The Model 30 was
developed into the Bell 47 , which became the first helicopter certified for civilian use in the
United States. Produced in several countries, the Bell 47 was the most popular helicopter model
for nearly 30 years. In , at the urging of his contacts at the Department of the Navy, Charles
Kaman modified his K synchropter â€” a design for a twin-rotor helicopter concept first
pioneered by Anton Flettner in , with the aforementioned Fl piston-engined design in Germany
â€” with a new kind of engine, the turboshaft engine. This adaptation of the turbine engine
provided a large amount of power to Kaman's helicopter with a lower weight penalty than piston
engines, with their heavy engine blocks and auxiliary components. Two years later, on 26 March
, a modified Navy HTK-1, another Kaman helicopter, became the first twin-turbine helicopter to
fly. Reliable helicopters capable of stable hover flight were developed decades after fixed-wing
aircraft. This is largely due to higher engine power density requirements than fixed-wing
aircraft. Improvements in fuels and engines during the first half of the 20th century were a
critical factor in helicopter development. The availability of lightweight turboshaft engines in the
second half of the 20th century led to the development of larger, faster, and higher-performance
helicopters. While smaller and less expensive helicopters still use piston engines, turboshaft
engines are the preferred powerplant for helicopters today. There are several reasons a
helicopter cannot fly as fast as a fixed-wing aircraft. When the helicopter is hovering, the outer
tips of the rotor travel at a speed determined by the length of the blade and the rotational speed.
In a moving helicopter, however, the speed of the blades relative to the air depends on the
speed of the helicopter as well as on their rotational speed. The airspeed of the advancing rotor
blade is much higher than that of the helicopter itself. It is possible for this blade to exceed the
speed of sound , and thus produce vastly increased drag and vibration. At the same time, the
advancing blade creates more lift traveling forward, the retreating blade produces less lift. If the
aircraft were to accelerate to the air speed that the blade tips are spinning, the retreating blade
passes through air moving at the same speed of the blade and produces no lift at all, resulting
in very high torque stresses on the central shaft that can tip down the retreating-blade side of
the vehicle, and cause a loss of control. Dual counter-rotating blades prevent this situation due
to having two advancing and two retreating blades with balanced forces. Conversely, the
retreating blade flaps down, develops a higher angle of attack, and generates more lift. At high
speeds, the force on the rotors is such that they "flap" excessively, and the retreating blade can
reach too high an angle and stall. For this reason, the maximum safe forward airspeed of a
helicopter is given a design rating called V NE , velocity, never exceed. During the closing years
of the 20th century designers began working on helicopter noise reduction. Urban communities
have often expressed great dislike of noisy aviation or noisy aircraft, and police and passenger
helicopters can be unpopular because of the sound. The redesigns followed the closure of
some city heliports and government action to constrain flight paths in national parks and other
places of natural beauty. Helicopters also vibrate; an unadjusted helicopter can easily vibrate so
much that it will shake itself apart. To reduce vibration, all helicopters have rotor adjustments
for height and weight. Blade height is adjusted by changing the pitch of the blade. Most also
have vibration dampers for height and pitch. Some also use mechanical feedback systems to
sense and counter vibration. Usually the feedback system uses a mass as a "stable reference"
and a linkage from the mass operates a flap to adjust the rotor's angle of attack to counter the
vibration. Adjustment is difficult in part because measurement of the vibration is hard, usually
requiring sophisticated accelerometers mounted throughout the airframe and gearboxes. The
most common blade vibration adjustment measurement system is to use a stroboscopic flash
lamp, and observe painted markings or coloured reflectors on the underside of the rotor blades.
The traditional low-tech system is to mount coloured chalk on the rotor tips, and see how they
mark a linen sheet. Gearbox or drive train vibrations can be extremely harmful to a pilot. The
most severe being pain, numbness, loss of tactile discrimination and dexterity. For a standard
helicopter with a single main rotor, the tips of the main rotor blades produce a vortex ring in the
air, which is a spiraling and circularly rotating airflow. As the craft moves forward, these
vortices trail off behind the craft. When hovering with a forward diagonal crosswind, or moving
in a forward diagonal direction, the spinning vortices trailing off the main rotor blades will align
with the rotation of the tail rotor and cause an instability in flight control. When the trailing
vortices colliding with the tail rotor are rotating in the same direction, this causes a loss of
thrust from the tail rotor. When the trailing vortices rotate in the opposite direction of the tail
rotor, thrust is increased. Use of the foot pedals is required to adjust the tail rotor's angle of

attack, to compensate for these instabilities. These issues are due to the exposed tail rotor
cutting through open air around rear of the vehicle. This issue disappears when the tail is
instead ducted, using an internal impeller enclosed in the tail and a jet of high pressure air
sideways out of the tail, as the main rotor vortices can not impact the operation of an internal
impeller. For a standard helicopter with a single main rotor, maintaining steady flight with a
crosswind presents an additional flight control problem, where strong crosswinds from certain
angles will increase or decrease lift from the main rotors. This effect is also triggered in a
no-wind condition when moving the craft diagonally in various directions, depending on the
direction of main rotor rotation. This can lead to a loss of control and a crash or hard landing
when operating at low altitudes, due to the sudden unexpected loss of lift, and insufficient time
and distance available to recover. Conventional rotary-wing aircraft use a set of complex
mechanical gearboxes to convert the high rotation speed of gas turbines into the low speed
required to drive main and tail rotors. Unlike powerplants, mechanical gearboxes cannot be
duplicated for redundancy and have always been a major weak point in helicopter reliability.
In-flight catastrophic gear failures often result in gearbox jamming and subsequent fatalities,
whereas loss of lubrication can trigger onboard fire. Recent EASA studies point to engines and
transmissions as prime cause of crashes just after pilot errors. By contrast, electromagnetic
transmissions do not use any parts in contact; hence lubrication can be drastically simplified,
or eliminated. Their inherent redundancy offers good resilience to single point of failure. The
absence of gears enables high power transient without impact on service life. The concept of
electric propulsion applied to helicopter and electromagnetic drive was brought to reality by
Pascal Chretien who designed, built and flew world's first man-carrying, free-flying electric
helicopter. The aircraft first flew on 12 August All development was conducted in Venelles,
France. As with any moving vehicle, unsafe operation could result in loss of control, structural
damage, or loss of life. The following is a list of some of the potential hazards for helicopters:.
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passengers were killed and all four crew members survived. Sikorsky CH Sea Stallion x2.
Collision over Israel. Three crew and 58 passengers, composed of mainly Russian refugees.
Shot down by Russian forces when transporting 60 refugees from eastern Abkhazia; all on
board were killed. Crash near Yitav in the Jordan Valley. All five crew and 41 passengers were
killed. Boeing CH Chinook , U. Crash at an air show in Mannheim , then located in West
Germany. British International Helicopters. Crash in the Shetland Islands. Shootdown ,
Afghanistan. Crash near Pegnitz , then located in West Germany. All four crew and 33
passengers were killed. Crash landed near Ar Rutbah , Iraq. Aerospatiale Lama. Altitude with
tonne payload. Eurocopter AS Solution F Prototype. Indoor soccer stadium; Igor I. Sikorsky
Competition winner. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Helicopters. Look up helicopter
in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Helicopter , etc. Airplane , ornithopter , etc. Gyrodyne ,
helicopter. Discussion in ' Technical Chat ' started by piercedtiger , Dec 28, Log in or Sign up.
Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get
full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Tested for Parasitic Draw, Different Battery
Post Reply. Or lots of spare parts, tools, paint, etc in the garage. I'll add pics and how-to's as I
have time to get pictures and such. Feel free to post up any you have done. Maybe this can be
one place for all of them. Here's a little something that might help all of you before working on
rusted nuts and bolts! Last edited by a moderator: Dec 25, CarFactsyt , Speedwaytacotuesday ,
BoomBam and 38 others like this. Capespencer68 , TicTacToy99 , Krew and 2 others like this.
Extra d-rings in the bed have been a life saver for me! With a short bed I tend to have to stack
things higher so having 6 tie down points help a LOT! I used these. Last edited: May 6,
HighSpeedDirt , Jimbotaco , 2ndgenlynn and 9 others like this. Then use! They are rated for lbs
IIRC, and I've never had a problem using one or more ratchet strap with them for almost 2 years.
Haven't rusted either with my bed covered most of the time. Not mine, but thanks to
TacoGrande on TN and a few other sites. I used Radioshack Model: Put a Maglite or similarly
shaped flashlight on the driver's seat in easy reach getting out or opening the door. Do this
instead of using the Toyota mount behind the driver-rear seat that rattles and makes you unload
that seat, fold it, and then grab it. Maglite makes a wall mount bracket, and there are similar
mounts out there you can find. Several ways to do this, but this one was the easiest for me, and
I haven't had them come on 4-hours after turning the ignition off like other methods cause.
Apparently at least one other method ties into some ignition or emissions circuit that turns on 4
hours after the truck is turned off to deal with emissions so the fogs come on for a few minutes.
I parked in front of my living room window for a year after doing this and never saw them come
on once so Doesn't matter if headlights are on, off, low beam or high beam. To help reduce
confusion, this is what a quick splice looks like:. LitFuse , JMorris08 , Capespencer68 and 27
others like this. I wanted Day Time Running Lights for a little more visibility without the
headlights on and to be a bit different. I like the looks of this way better, and it was free! I just
stripped half an inch off the wire, twisted it, folded it in half and jammed it in the 3rd hole with
the harness unplugged from the bulb assembly. Wire in third plug. Last edited: Mar 3, This mod
is a little time consuming, but reading up on it takes longer than doing it! Or, you can tape them
off to leave the chrome for a different look. My chrome paint is flaking off so it looks like crap
anyway. I put 3 coats of paint on to see how it holds up, and maybe do more when it warms up

with a coat of clear to help protect once I get a can. I had just enough paint left from the BHLM
to do 3 coats so that's it for now. It's been 3 days with driving salted roads and the paint has
held up so far. Just take the grill off, tape off any spots you don't want painted, and go to town! I
popped the 2 top tabs on the emblem out, tipped it forward, and pulled it out to paint separately.
You guys will probably appreciate this one! So I had a 32oz Gatoraide bottle in the truck and
noticed it JUST fits in cup holder behind the gear shift on the passenger side. I also notice it put
my hand in the perfect position to reach the shift knob with very little movement! Actually very
comfortable even my wife agrees! Elbow rests on the center console, palm rests on the bottle
and I can drive for hours without fatigue! Cost: one gatoraide bottle so, what? Or "free" if you
already have one Whitebutler , Freeheelbillie , Pdubs. No hood-head impacts either I swear they
make it easier to open this hood than the smaller one on my Corolla! Open it maybe 6" and it
starts lifting on it's own. I like watching techs open it, look at it as it raises on it's own, or reach
for the prop stick and realize they don't need it! They aren't free obviously, and may be
"expensive" to some, but to me well worth not worrying about knocking out that damn prop
stick again! Did it once with the car and luckily I caught it in time. Also, no fumbling to find the
stupid hole at night when your buddy needs a jump. Instructions were VERY detailed with
instructions to tape here, measure X from there, drill here with X size bit, etc. The top brackets
rivet in, bottom bolt in with self taping bolts, and ALL hardware is included. I have the stock V
inverter with the outlet in the bed. I haven't found much use for it other than low amperage CF
work lights, battery charges, etc. However, I have a rechargeable 2 million CP spot light. Battery
sucks, and cigarette plug cord only reaches from the dash to back of the cab so I put a cigarette
plug in the bed for that, or any other 12V device I might run back there. Cheapest one they had,
and all of them seemed to have the same max amperage. It's riveted to the storage compartment
shown below with a hole drilled through the bottom for the wires, and grounded to the frame.
TRDSport10 and Jimbotaco like this. LitFuse and ronjohn like this. Next best thing? Look
around! They are cheap and sell out FAST when a store gets them! Cheap compressors, but
hold their own against compressors costing 4x as much or more! Comes with storage bag, 8ft
power cable clips to battery, no cig plug crap to blow fuses , coil hose, inline fuse 30amp IIRC ,
foam air filter, screw-on flow-through tire inflater with air down capability, and fittings for
inflating balls, etc. I had to extend the power cord as it would barely reach the driver-rear tire,
and would NOT reach the passenger rear tire. Hard to do when you have to hold the inflater
steady and can't reach the compressor. That not only gives you a longer cord to reach
everything, but also gives you stronger battery terminal clamps. Original ones suck and pop off.
Just cut off the clamps on one end of the jumper cables, cut off the ones on the compressor,
strip and twist the wires together and black tape the hell out of them! Coiled up longer power
cord still fits in the bag! And the whole thing fits behind the passenger-rear seat next to that
little shelf thing. So it's in the truck if you need to air down and back up, or fix a flat. Or inflate a
wheelchair tire like I did one day at work LitFuse , Taccoma , Noodski44 and 5 others like this.
I'm a BIG fan of free or cheap and easy! And have accumulated lots of tools over the years as
every vehicle project leads to needing a new tool to do it. Bass fishing tacoma likes this. Show
Ignored Content. Linkstyle 4 in 1 Charger Socket Panel, 12V 4. Accessory Organizer - Small
Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Due to inclement weather, delivery times may be
extended. Recent Posts. Jeeps can serve various duties depending on the owner's needs. Well
read below:In this article we are going to focus on t â€¦. Choose Options. Quick view. Add to
Cart. Gain enough clearance to run a 35x In the factory position, the Jeep JL is unable to mount
a 35in spare tire due to Type a description for this product here As we started doing the design
work on the tire A round miltiary style star emblem. After a while they just don't work any more,
your rear window hanging too low can block your view and be dangerous. Our new The
patented Car Seat Towel is designed to fit seats in any vehicle, and The all new Generation 2
Smittybilt Overlander Rooftop Tent is designed for the serious travelling adventurer, with just
the right combination of ease, comfort, convenience, and durability. The tent Few things are
more rewarding than camping in the backcountry with family and friends, and roof top tents are
a great way to set up camp in a hurry. Show More Collapse. Top Categories Apparel and Gifts.
Axle Armor. Engine, Cooling, Fuel Systems. Choose Options Quick view. Add to Cart Quick
view. The elephants body is well adapted for the survival of rugged conditions of their habitats
in Africa and Asia. Elephants have strong, long trunks that perform multiple tasks, sharp tusks
used for carrying heavy objects and for fighting with, large ears which they flap to keep
themselves cool as well as having other functions. Elephants also have a tail that with one
swish can whisk away flies and other insects making it the perfect fly swatter. On the left is an
anatomy diagram of the internal organs of a female elephant. Click on the image for a larger
look at it. Below you can see some distinct differences between the African elephant and the

Asian elephants body structures. The African is larger, with much larger ears and larger all
round in height and length. For more detailed information on either the African Elephant or the
Asian Elephant, click on the individual images in the picture below. One of the most interesting
features of an elephant is its trunk. An elephants trunk is both an upper lip and an extension of
the nose with two nostrils running through the whole length. The trunk has more than 40,
muscles in it which is more than a human has in their whole body. A human being only has
muscles in total. An elephants trunk is both strong and very agile. It can perform multiple tasks
from pushing over heavy trees to picking up the smallest twig. An elephant uses its trunk to
pick up and throw objects, rub an itchy eye or ear, fills it with water and then pours it into its
mouth to drink and also as a snorkel when swimming under water. Elephants also use it for
feeding and for friendly wrestling matches with other elephants. The trunk plays an important
role in an elephants life by being used as an exploratory organ. The trunk is extremely flexible
and can be used with the finest touch. At the first sign of danger, an elephant raises its trunk to
smell the air and detect the smell of what is threatening. An elephant uses a whole range of
smelling tasks as it is one of the elephants primary sensory organs, along with the ears. An
elephants trunk is so important and vital to its life that it would be almost impossible for the
elephant to survive should it ever get damaged. Most animals use their nose solely for
breathing, however, the elephant also uses its trunk for water storage and for drawing in mud
and dust to spray over themselves to clean or cool down. An average elephant can hold and
store 4 litres of water inside its trunk. The trunk has a sparse covering of fine sensory hairs and
the skin covering the front of the trunk has rings of deep crevasses and resembles a slinky. The
African elephant has two prehensile fingers at the tip of its trunk which are used to grab hold of
objects and smaller items. The Asian elephant has only one finger at the end of its trunk and
usually only uses its trunk to scoop things up. Elephants can lift very heavy weights with its
trunk, but it is important to remember that each elephant is individual and unique and the
amount of weight each can lift varies. The trunk is not usually used in combat or for fighting
with, but it can be used to make threatening gestures. However, elephants do use their trunks to
play fight which can be quite interesting to observe. Another interesting observation is when an
elephant is charging. If its trunk is stretched out in front, then the elephant is just bluffing.
However, it the trunk is curled or tucked downwards then it means business and is serious
about its intentions. The elephant tests and experiments with different odours by touching a
particular object with its trunk and then placing the trunk in its mouth. Elephants are very
inquisitive creatures. Elephant tusks are very elongated incisor teeth. Elephants do not have
any canine teeth at all. Both male and female African elephants have tusks, however, only the
male species of the Asian elephant has them. Tusks continue growing for most of the elephants
life. They are an age indicator â€” much like the elephants feet, the age of the elephant can be
estimated by observing their tusks. The size of an elephants tusks is an inherited characteristic,
however, because of ivory hunters, it would be quite rare today to find and elephant whose
tusks weigh more than pounds. The total length of the tusks is not apparent on the outside of
the elephant, about a third of the length of the tusk lies hidden inside the elephants skull. This is
the unfortunate reason ivory hunters destroy the elephant for their tusks instead of just cutting
them off. Ivory is really only dentine and is no different from ordinary teeth. It is the diamond
shaped pattern of the elephants tusk which can be distinguished when viewed from a
cross-section which gives elephant ivory its distinctive lustre. The favoured tusk is usually
shorter than the other due to constant use. Tusks on an individual elephant can differ in shape,
length, thickness and growth direction. Male elephants tend to have heavier, longer and more
stouter tusks than females do. An elephant uses its tusks to many many tasks just like its trunk.
They use their tusks for digging, ripping bark of trees, foraging, carrying heavy objects and for
resting a wary, heavy trunk on. They will also use them as weapons should they ever encounter
conflict. Tusks in a baby elephant Calf are present at birth and are really only like milk teeth.
They measure only about 5 centimetres long. Their permanent tusks will then start to protrude
beyond their lips at around 2 â€” 3 years old and will continue to grow throughout their lives.
Tusks grow at about 15 â€” 18 centimetres per year, however, they are continually worn down
with constant use. Should they be allowed to continually grow without use, they would grow
into a spiral shape similar to those of the extinct woolly mammoth as they typically grow
following a curved growth pattern. Interestingly, some elephants are born without tusks. This
hereditary condition causes huge differences in the musculature and shape of the neck and the
head of the elephant. Also, the carriage of the head is different and the bones at the back of the
skull are less developed. An elephants teeth are very unique in the manner in which they
proceed from the back of each half jaw towards the front. The teeth follow a linear progression.
As the front teeth continuously become more worn down they are slowly replaced with new
teeth that give the elephant an ability to chew the coarse foods it eats particularly tree bark. The

elephant has a total of 24 teeth, but only 2 are usually in use at any one time. When an elephant
is born, a calf has four developing teeth in each side of its jaws. These consist of their smallish
first and second teeth which are present after birth and the end of a third and a forth which is
still below the gum. The shelf eventually will break off and the remaining piece will be pushed
out of the mouth. After the first two teeth are gone, parts of the two adjacent teeth are being
worn down in each half of the jaw. This process continues until the 6th and sometimes 7th
molar appears. The 6th molar weighs on average an incredible 4 kilograms and has a maximum
grinding length of 21 centimetres and a width of 7 centimetres. This 6th molar will be present for
around half the elephants life. When the last molar tooth is worn down and the elephant can no
longer chew properly, unfortunately it will usually starve or develop malnutrition and eventually
die. This does not happen until the elephant is at least 60 â€” 70 years old. Below is a table
showing the onset and loss of each tooth and age the above process usually occurs:. Both have
a series of ridges laminae which run across the tooth. However, in the Asian elephant the ridges
are parallel as opposed to the diamond shaped ridges in the African elephant. Although the
Asian elephant has grazing teeth, it is usually spends most of its time in forests as opposed to
plains like the African elephant. In both species of elephant, the movement of the jaw during
chewing is forwards and backwards, unlike cows who use sideways movements to chew their
cud. Therefore, the ridges act as two rasps grating upon one another and is made more
effective by the teeth being slightly curved along the lengths. The brain of the elephant is larger
than any other land mammal and is located in the back of the skull well away from the forehead.
An elephants brain is about four times the size of a humans brain. See diagram on the left. Out
of all the animals that have ever lived on earth, the brain of the elephant is the largest known.
The elephant is among the more intelligent animals. The brain weight of the male African
elephant is 4. The brain weight of the female African elephant is 3. Both are quite heavy in
comparison to the adult human brain although brain development in elephants is quite similar
to that of human beings. Humans are born with small brain mass, so are elephants. As a human
brain grows and develops, so does an elephant calfs brain. Likewise, the learning ability of a
human increases with growth, so does that of an elephant calf. It is not surprising that
elephants are such intelligent creatures. Although the female elephant brain is smaller than the
male elephant brain, this does not suggest that the male is more intelligent than the female.
Studies have revealed that the female elephant is equal to or even more intelligent than the
male. Given the fact that female elephants are generally smaller to male elephants, the brain
mass in proportion to the body size indicates the larger female brain. Also, the brain and
consciousness of the female elephant is much different than that of a male as they are reared
and interact with their mothers in very different ways right from birth and while the females form
a very close knit bond with each other which is constantly maintained, the males are more
solitary and independent. Although the brain of the elephant is the largest in size among all of
the land mammals, it actually only occupies a small area at the back of the skull. However, in
proportion to the size of the elephants body, the elephant brain is smaller than the human brain.
Despite this, the elephant is one of the only animals along with all apes including ourselves ,
sperm whales and a few other creatures who has a large brain relative to body size. Although
elephants are generally considered hairless animals, both African and Asian elephants are born
with thick hair. The hair on an elephant calf sheds more as the elephant calf grows. The hair is
not designed to provide warmth for the elephant, however, it does allow the elephant to sense
the closeness of objects the hair touches. The hair on an elephant is thickest on the tail and
more visible on the head and back. The hair on the tail can reach a length of up to centimetres.
The hair that appears around the eyes and nose have a protection purpose. It helps to keep out
particles and germs from invading the body through the ears and nose. An elephant also has
small sensory hairs along its trunk. Baby elephants calves have lots of small fine hairs that
cover most of their body. In the photo on the left, you can see the fine hair on the calfs forehead
and lower back. These hairs will last in the same density long after the elephants first birthday
and then as the elephant grows the hair will gradually become thinner and become less visible.
The African elephant has ears that are at least 3 times the size of the Asian elephants ears. The
African elephant uses its ears as signaling organs. Ears are also used to regulate body
temperature and are used as a protective feature in the African elephant to ward off potential
threats. Each elephants ear is unique and different to any other elephants ear. They are used
just like fingerprints on a human as a type of identification. The ears serve several important
functions in the elephant. When a threat is perceived by the elephant, the ears are spread wide
on each side of the head, which produces a huge frontal area. Because the elephant is such a
large bulbous shape and contains large organs, their insides generate a lot of heat, particularly
the digestive system. The surface area of an elephant is a lower ratio compared to the elephants
volume. Therefore, there is not enough skin area to cope with the heat that needs expelling. So

elephants use their ears to perform this function. When an elephant flaps its ears, it can lower
their blood temperature by 10 degrees Fahrenheit. Both the African and Asian elephants use
their ears for this purpose although it is more effective in the African elephant due to the larger
ears. The wider surface area of outer ear tissue on the African elephants ears consists of a vast
network of capillaries and veins. Hot blood in the arteries are filtered through these and cooler
blood is returned to the elephants body. It is not uncommon to see an elephant facing down on
a windy day with its ears extended to allow the cool wind to blow across the hot arteries. The
physical structure of the elephant ear is simply a sheet of cartilage covered by thin skin. This is
used for long range communication between the elephants. Elephant ears are extremely
sensitive and studies have proved that elephants can communicate over great distances with
each other. Elephants can use this communication which is unhearing to human ears to warn of
impending dangers in the far distance. So do not forget, if you have the opportunity to ever
touch the ears of an elephant, be very careful as they are very soft and sensitive. Elephants feet
are unique and very interesting. They are quite different from other animal feet. An elephants
foot is designed in such a way that elephants actually walk on the tips of their toes. All
elephants do not have the same number of toes on each foot. The African elephants have 4 toes
on their front feet and 3 toes on their back feet. Asian elephants on the other hand, have 5 on
the front and 4 at the back. Elephants toes are buried inside of the flesh of the foot and not all
toes have toenails. An elephants foot generally measures 40 â€” 50 centimetres in length and
width and has a circumference of about 1. The sole of an elephants foot is made of a tough,
fatty connective tissue which acts like a spongy shock absorber and allows the elephant to
move about silently. The sole of the foot is also ridged and pitted which gives the elephant
stability when walking over a variety of terrains. Its design prevents the elephant from slipping
on smooth surfaces such as ice and snow. This causes most noises including the cracking of
sticks and twigs to be muffled. The fore feet of an elephant have a circular shape whereas the
back feet are a more oval shape. The footprint of an elephant can tell you a few things about
that particular elephant. For example, elongated oval footprints usually indicates that they
belong to a male elephant, whereas a more rounded footprint indicates a female elephant. Male
elephants tend to leave double footprints as their rear leg falls slightly to the side of their front
leg. Females tend to walk more precisely in the same spot with both legs. The footprint can also
tell you what age the elephant might be. Younger elephants leave a more crisp and defined
footprint. Older elephants leave a more undefined footprint because of smoother ridges and
worn heels. The height of the elephant can also be determined by its footprint. Twice the
circumference of the footprint suggests how tall the elephant is to the height of its shoulder.
Elephants footprints can play a beneficial role for other animals. Their large, deep prints create
holes in which water can be collected in providing water holes for small animals, roots can be
dug up from the ground and navigation on difficult terrain can be made easier. The structure of
the foot allows an elephant to walk in deep mud without difficulty, because when it is being
withdrawn the circumference becomes smaller which in turn reduces the suction preventing the
elephant from being drawn deeper into the mud. The thinnest parts of skin are behind their ears,
around their eyes, on the chest, abdomen and shoulders. On these parts, their skin is as thin as
paper. Skin provides a protective function for all animals, however, there are some unique
characteristics about the elephants skin. Elephants skin is very sensitive to the sun. Elephant
calves are constantly shadowed by their mothers to avoid sunburn. Elephants naturally love
water, however, one of the reasons they enjoy wallowing in mud, lakes and rivers is to keep
cool when it is very hot. Elephants also use their trunks to draw up cool water and squirt it over
their backs and heads to wet the skin most exposed to the sunlight. The absence of sweat
glands is also another important reason for elephants to spend a lot of time in water and mud.
An elephants skin is so sensitive and rich in nerves that it can detect even the smallest fly
landing upon it. As we all know, elephants skin is very wrinkly. These wrinkles have their
purpose too. They help the elephant in controlling its body temperature and keeping itself cool.
Wrinkles increase the surface area of the skin so when the elephant bathes in water, there is
more skin to wet. When the elephant comes out of the water, the cracks and crevices of the
wrinkles trap the water and because it takes longer to evaporate in the heat it keeps the
elephants skin moist longer than it would if it had smooth skin. Skin structure on an elephant
can also distinguish whether they are Asian or African. The natural skin colour of the African
elephant is greyish black, but all elephant skin colour changes and is determined by the colour
of the soil of the land where their habitat is. Elephants have a habit of throwing mud over their
backs and this gives them their apparent colouring. By better understanding an elephants view
of the world we can become more aware of how amazing these animals really are. As human
beings, the impact our senses have on the nature of our experiences such as what we see, hear,
smell and touch, play a huge part in determining our world. Likewise, it is important that we

recognize the world of an elephant is much different from our world. For instance, the eyesight
of an elephant is not as far reaching as a humans eyesight, however, an elephants sense of
smell is unparalleled. The elephants acute sense of smell is also used in communication along
with its other senses of vision, touch, hearing and the amazing ability to detect vibrations. An
elephant is capable of hearing sound waves well below the human hearing limitation. They
communicate using both high and low frequency sounds. Low frequency rumbles are made to
warn other elephants at long distance of a current situation whereas high frequency sounds
such as trumpeting, barking, snorting and other loud calls are used to communicate to those
nearer. Using their heads, bodies, trunks, ears and tail for communicating is the elephants
natural language. Visual communication includes movements of the head, mouth, tusks and
trunk. For example, when a female elephant feels threatened, she will make herself appear
larger by holding her head as high as she can and spreading her ears wide. Chemical
communication is the use of the trunk. The elephant will lift its trunk to smell the air or root
around the floor usually searching for urine spots and urine trails. Tactile communication
usually involves the whole body, feet, tail, ears, trunk and tusks and is mostly to do with touch.
An elephant will use its tusks to provoke aggression or to lift a baby elephant out of a mud
wallow. The rubbing together of ears shows affection. Depending on how the elephant moves
and uses its body parts depicts the mood of the animal. Such moods and body movements
show if the elephant is angry, happy, anti-predator, parental, excited or sad. Every observation
of the elephant senses shows an insight to the world the elephant lives in. It is important to
remember that the elephants world is a completely different world from ours bas
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ed on its sensory experiences. The larger image will open in a new window, use the close
button when finished. Elephant Trunks One of the most interesting features of an elephant is its
trunk. Elephant Tusks Elephant tusks are very elongated incisor teeth. Elephant Teeth An
elephants teeth are very unique in the manner in which they proceed from the back of each half
jaw towards the front. Elephants Brain The brain of the elephant is larger than any other land
mammal and is located in the back of the skull well away from the forehead. Elephant Hair
Although elephants are generally considered hairless animals, both African and Asian
elephants are born with thick hair. Elephant Ears The African elephant has ears that are at least
3 times the size of the Asian elephants ears. Elephant Feet Elephants feet are unique and very
interesting. Elephant Senses and Communication By better understanding an elephants view of
the world we can become more aware of how amazing these animals really are.

